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Plant over , filters and absorb 
solar radiation and modifies the 
effect of wind by guiding, blocking 
or filtering air flow. 
Therefore, vegetation is a key 
element in climate control and 
modification. There is a direct 
relationship between plants and 
daily or seasonal temperature 
swings. The effectiveness of 
vegetation in climate modification 
depends on the plant type and 
characteristics 
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Providing a good evaluation of climate 
modification due to vegetation is complex, 
however the impact of plant –cover can:  
 
•Absorb up to 90% of solar radiation  
•Reduce wind speed up to 10% of free air 
velocity 
• Reduce air temperature to  7° C below the bare 
ground conditions and , stabilize or even 
increase night temperature 
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COOL CLIMATE : Use windbreaks 
to protect buildings from cold winter 
winds. 
Avoid planting tall vegetation on the 
south side of the house that may 
prevent the sunlight from reaching 
walls or windows. 
Shade south and west windows and 
walls from the direct summer sun if 
summer overheating is a problem. 
Deciduous plants can be used to 
provide summer shade while 
allowing low-angle winter sunlight to 
warm your home during the coldest 
months. 
TEMPERATE CLIMATE 
Locate vegetation so that it does not block the winter sun. 
Locate vegetation so that it shades the roof, east and west facing walls. 
Deflect winter winds away from the house. 
Funnel summer breezes toward the house. 
HOT AND ARID CLIMATE 
Provide shade to cool roofs, walls, and windows. 
Landscape around your home so that it is cooled by evapotranspiration, the release of water vapor from the soil and plant surfaces into 
the atmosphere. 
Funnel summer breezes toward your home if it is cooled naturally and does not rely upon an air-conditioner unit. 
Deflect wind away from houses that are air-conditioned. 
HOT AND HUMID CLIMATE  
Direct summer breezes toward the house. 
Make the most of summer shade with trees that  allow low-angle winter sunlight to warm the home. 
Avoid locating planting beds close to the house if they require frequent watering. 
Landscape for energy efficiency 
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The building has a L shape. The entrace is pointed out by a break in the wall. This small mixed- use five storey building is characterized 
by curved facades, facing the street, covered by a “green skin” that evokes traditional ivy-covered buildings. The facede consists of a 
lattice of steel to support climbing plants that seamlessly cover the entire lenght of the building. The roof gives the building a uniform 
appearance that is interruped by only one vertical opening a deep rift that leads to a back garden. 
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WIND EFFECT IN COOLING STRATEGIES 
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How to reduce air-conditioner use in the summer months 
Shade a/c units. An easy way to get quick results is to shade the air-
conditioner. According to the Department of Energy, this can increase the unit’s 
efficiency by as much as 10 percent. Just be sure that shrubs or vines planted 
near the compressor do not obstruct the airflow or impede access for repairs. 
Shade all windows that receive direct sunlight. A building gains substantially 
more heat through windows than insulated walls, making the shade a priority in 
the summer months. 
Shade east- and west-facing walls and the roof. During the summer months, 
the location of the sun shifts slightly to the north and the roof and east and 
west-facing walls receive the most sunlight. Prevent overheating early in the 
day by shading east and southeast building surfaces; and reduce peak indoor 
temperatures and accelerate afternoon and evening cooling by shading west 
and southwest walls and roof. 
Shade heat sinks such as dark-colored driveways, roadways or patios. Dark 
paving and roofing materials such as asphalt roads, roofs and driveways, 
absorb and radiate significant amounts of heat into surrounding materials and 
air masses.  The warm air can influence the inside temperature of a home and 
the comfort level of people in the landscape. Shading these surfaces, 
particularly during the months of the year when overheating is a concern, is an 
important urban heat island mitigation strategy that will not only benefit the site 
but also the surrounding area. 
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WIND EFFECT IN COOLING STRATEGIES 
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Jean Nouvel-Institute du monde 
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takhtabush 
Ponte vecchio in Florence 
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Comfort ventilation can 
rarely be completely passive 
because in most climates 
winds are not always 
sufficient to create the 
necessary indoor air 
velocities. Windows or 
whole house attic fans are 
usually needed to 
supplement the wind. 
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Hassan Fathy- Wind Chimney 
WIND CHIMNEY 
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QUEEN’S BUILDING - DE  MONFORT UNIVERSITY- LEICESTER (U.K.) 1993 
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IONICA BUILDING- CAMBRIDGE (U.K.) 1994 
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VENTURI  EFFECT 
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PDEC: The application of passive downdraught  evaporative cooling  to non-domestic building 
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PDEC is an European research project for the 
implemetation of direct  evaporative cooling system for 
office buildings in hot areas with low humidity 
 
Passive cooling strategies have the greatest potential in 
hot and dry climate. Just about every cooling technique 
will work there. On the other hand, in very humid regions 
only comfort ventilation will be very helpful. There are, 
however, many regions that are not too humid for 
convective cooling and night radiation to be beneficial. In 
Humid climate passive cooling can reduce or replace the 
need for air conditioning much of the summer. However , 
in every climate the first and best strategies for summer 
comfort is heat avoidance 
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WETLAND WASTE WATER SYSTEM 
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WETLAND WASTE WATER SYSTEM 
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Sustainable Principles 
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Climate: HOT DRY 
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Climate: HOT WET 
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Climate: Temperate 
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